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006 ”AquaTektur”: Source of inspiration

Interview with Philippe Grohe

”AquaTektur”: Source of Inspiration 
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The title of the last three AquaTektur workshops in 2004, 2006 and 2008 was ”The Bath-
room in the Dialogue between Cultures”. Why is this inter-cultural dialogue on bathing so
important for Axor?

Whenever participants from different cultures compare notes on their different bathing
customs, we can learn a lot about bathing and where it takes place. It is exactly these differences
which immensely stimulate the discussion. Only those who look closely at the connections between
water, people and space can offer sensible, new solutions for the new needs of modern man in the
bathroom. With the AquaTektur workshops, we are providing a dialogue platform at the highest level.
With this one-week work session, which takes place in an interesting and inspiring venue, away from
everyday business, we created the ideal setting for all the participants to focus on the topic of “water
and architecture” and to arrive at new questions, ideas and concepts as a result of this concentra-
ted effort. 

It is often claimed that, sooner or later, globalization will level cultural differences
anyway – in architecture and the design of bathrooms as well. What do you think of this
claim? 

In a world where travelling, contacts and the exchange of information across enormous
distances are as simple and fast as they are today, hardly anyone can elude globalization. The world
has, in a way, moved closer together. I see a global pressure which, in numerous fields, offers major
chances but, at the same time, also brings dangers. In my opinion, what is needed is a healthy inter-
play of global solutions and the conservation of specific cultural, regional values. Particularly when
it comes to issues which are very close to us, such as nutrition or personal hygiene, we can feel that
our own cultural values are especially important to us. 

At Hansgrohe AG, we are thinking global in the product development. When it comes to how
our products are used, however, cultural aspects are important to us and we therefore discuss them
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in detail. Of course, this always also has to do with the very different customs, if not to say cultu-
res, of sanitary installations. And this is where our two-brand strategy is a strong advantage: At
Hansgrohe, our technology brand, we offer country-specific variants of our products for the various
markets. At Axor, together with our international designers we develop collections intended for the
global market and for groups of buyers found more in the upper market segment. This market seg-
ment stretches across all regional borders since it consists of people aware of design and quality
who are at home in Tokyo just as much as in New York or Berlin and who have frequently also gai-
ned experience in different cultures.

First Havana, then Beirut, finally Beijing and now Japan: How important is the venue
of a workshop for its course and success?

Very important! During our first two AquaTektur workshops in Cuba, we quickly became awa-
re of how strongly the venue and its surroundings determine the topics and the thoughts on which
the participants focus during the workshops.   

The composition of the workshop group has a similar influence. Since 2004, we are forming
two groups which come from different culture areas – in the last AquaTektur workshop, one group
came from Europe, the other from Japan and Singapore. Due to the difference in their cultural
imprints, both groups of participants also have different attitudes to the subject of water. In 2008,
we furthermore made use of the environment, the strong and autonomous Japanese culture of
bathing, as a catalyst for our discussions.

What was your most memorable experience at the AquaTektur workshop 2008 in
Japan?

This is difficult to express in just a few sentences. There are many, many things I always take
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home with me from these workshops: new impressions, quotations, attitudes which influence me in
my everyday work, inspire me and also fire my imagination. For example, for me it was very inte-
resting to see how the artist and architecture theorist Erwin Viray scrutinizes the element of water
with the help of poems and images – inspired by the venue where the workshop took place. We do
of course always choose a particularly inspiring setting and thus for me as well the island of
Naoshima with the Benesse House, where architecture, art and nature are combined in a unique
way, was a special highlight.

Water is becoming an increasingly rare resource. Do you notice that the architec-
ts you work with are sensitized to this issue – and have the workshops so far been able
to give you and the participating architects new thought-provoking ideas on the topic?

Yes, this issue is of very high significance for almost all the architects I work with. This is true
already because good architecture always claims sustainability. Here as well, how to deal with water
as a resource plays an increasingly more important role. That is why throughout the week it was
particularly interesting to exchange notes with male and female architects, who are building in a
wide variety of regions of the world, about the connection architecture – culture – water. From this
dialogue, food for thought and new ideas are created. We have a very natural focus on the topic of
water and on how to responsibly deal with it as a vital element worth protecting and on how to bet-
ter use it in an ecologically and economically sustainable way.

To what extent do the inspirations and ideas from the AquaTektur workshops influ-
ence the product development and the projects at Hansgrohe?

For me, the point is not so much to take away from the workshops concrete ideas for new pro-
ducts or design concepts. It is far more important for me to, step by step, define the image of what
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the bathroom of the future will be like. In other words: I want to discard the blinkers put on me by
the hectic everyday business which is often marked by short-term thinking. The AquaTektur
Workshops give us an opportunity to give a fresh look at the bathroom again and again and to think
about it in a new way. It is the dialogue that matters to me. Sometimes it is something said in pas-
sing, sometimes a little thought, sometimes the result of several days of intense discussion which
inspires me long-term.  

Over the past years, the design of bathrooms has changed considerably, not least
due to the influence of Far Eastern philosophies and design principles. Which develop-
ments do you predict for the near future?

The bathroom will go on changing, albeit slowly, but it will increasingly turn from the former,
purely functional wet cell into more of a space for well-being and into a fundamental component of
the architecture of living. In the process, it will become more and more a room which, just as the
living room or the kitchen, will be determined by the personal taste of the user and represent high-
ly personal needs. The latter are always also determined by the respective phases of the users’ life:
Thus, for some people, the bathroom becomes a room for the whole family, for others a place of
retreat, others again want to open the bathroom up towards the bedroom and thus make it part of
another intimate area …  With our bathroom concepts, we want to give thought-provoking impul-
ses  and assist people in asking the right questions at the right moment in the process of designing
their own, highly individual water/wellbeing space. 

Water will continue to be the central element in the bathroom. The reason being that it is sim-
ply a fantastic medium, a very special element closely connected with the human feeling of well-
being: It provides relaxation or has an activating effect and it helps us to regenerate; through water,
we get into immediate contact with nature. For this reason also, it is a valuable element we must
handle in a sustainable way.    
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We as a company have to meet all these demands. That is also why today we see ourselves
less as mere manufacturers of products or components of sanitary technology but more as offering
innovative solutions for a wide variety of challenges in bathroom design. 

What does a bathroom have to be like where you personally feel good?
My feel-good bathroom is a space where I can relate to nature with the help of good light,

natural materials and the optimal handling of the element of water. With this, any room – however
small it may be – becomes a space for feeling good. I use the elixir of water for refreshment but also
for relaxation. Thus for me an appealingly furnished shower with a well-functioning shower techno-
logy is a very central aspect. 
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Statements from the participants

The bathroom in the dialogue of cultures

The bathroom in the dialogue of cultures
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”The workshop was a precious time that allowed me to only think about the bath space and
forget my busy schedule, difficult design conditions, clients, and even my e-mail, with trips around
Kyoto, Okayama, Seto Inland Sea and Naoshima. This workshop with its participating multi-national
architects, but without students or visitors, was a great opportunity for us architects to deepen our
insights without becoming tied up through needing to provide services to other people. I think I could
say “we had a White Moment.” Thinking hard about the bath space allowed us to consider what
architecture is about in our present age and space.”

Kazuhiro Kojima

“The hospitality of Axor and Hansgrohe enabled me to concentrate on making sketches, to
relax, to imagine things and to dream. I have never experienced such a relaxing and, at the same
time, exciting workshop. To me, the kind of cultural exchange we had at the AquaTektur event is the
best possible way to explore different approaches, ideas, imaginations, strategies and kinds of logic.
To accept and harness this cultural diversity will be one of the most important tasks for architects in
the 21st century.“

Taira Nishizawa

”I appreciate this wonderful week spent with many different architects from Europe and Asia,
people who usually have very busy work schedules and are very difficult to bring together at the same
time. What is important is that people from different cultural backgrounds worked together on the same
theme. We spent an unusually long time in a relaxed mood at the same place, giving us the chance to
talk and inspire one another. I hope that the leitmotif we shared in the workshop and the time we spent
there will result in something new and creative in the future.”

Kazuko Akamatsu
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”For me the Workshop was a great event. Throughout history we have understood that knowl-
edge and progress are the result of constant debates and discussions. Creativity is enhanced when dif-
ferent minds with different backgrounds, cultures and talents are focused on a common goal. Therefore,
I find that initiatives such as the Aquatektur workshop are a global necessity. They help to create a net-
work of talented studios and people that are capable of producing interesting and useful responses to
the future challenges in architecture and design.“

Francisco Villeda

”The dialogue between western and eastern concepts of architecture and water in the context
of the “bathroom” provided a fascinating demonstration of the inherent complexity of cultures and the
variety of architectural consequences of varying attitudes to bathing. The workshop held in Kyoto and
on Naoshima island in the context of a specific Japanese attitude to water provided the perfect envi-
ronment to experience, discuss and inquire into how bathing could be re-conceived.”

Felix Robbins 

”To me the workshop in Japan was an extraordinary experience! The places we visited and the
site where the workshop was held offered a inspiring atmosphere for the discussion of ideas and the
exchange of thoughts. The intense talks on a wide range of concepts were intensified by this very spe-
cial group of people from different cultural backgrounds. I really enjoyed being part of this workshop!”

Markus Sporer

”It was interesting and fun to get away from our routine and stressful work environment just
to talk about water. It was enlightening to consider different points of view about people, culture and
context, but at the end of the day, in Taira’s words, we are all equal – as each and every one of us is
made up of 80% water.”

Wong Mun Summ
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016 Kalin Cakov/cakov–makara s.r.o

cakov–makara s.r.o (SK)

Right after their architectural studies at Bratislava
University, Kalin Cakov and Emil Makara founded their
own office. Under the name cakov–makara, they since
then realized numerous projects. They put their main
emphasis on residential houses, villas, office buildings
and restaurants. In 2006, the architectural office parti-
cipated in the “Emerging Identities” exhibition, an
event organized by the Deutsches Architekturzentrum
and which had as its theme the young architectural
scene in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe.

Owners
Kalin Cakov und Emil Makara

Projects
Stein poly-functional complex, Bratislava 2008
City Gate luxury apartments, Bratislava 2008
Valley Koliba residence, Bratislava 2007
Boria residential building, Bratislava 2006
Aston Hotel, Bratislava 2006
Trafo Bar, Bratislava 2005
Camouflage Black café, Bratislava 2005
Camouflage White restaurant, Bratislava 2005
Flowers wine bar, Bratislava 2005
Marianka single-family house, Bratislava 2003
4 in administration building, Bratislava 2003

Address 

cakov–makara s.r.o 
studio of architecture and interior
Drienová 1/G
SK-82101 Bratislava
Tel.: +421/2.43630127
Fax: +421/2.43630129
cakmak@cakmak.sk
www.cakmak.sk

Stein building complex, Bratislava

Kalin Cakov

1970 Born in Sofia (Bulgaria)
1989 A-levels in Sofia
1995 Completion of studies of architecture at the
Technical University in Bratislava (Slovakia)   
1995 Foundation of the architectural office cakov–
makara s.r.o
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Make (GB)

The Make architectural office was founded in 2004 by
Ken Shuttleworth and with its branches in London,
Edinburgh und Birmingham as well as its more than
100 employees ranks among the leading architectural
offices in Great Britain. In the company run as a joint-
stock company, every employee is a shareholder and
thus usufructuary of the yearly profit. Already two
years after the foundation of the office, the first com-
petition project was completed. The office currently
works on different international projects – from resi-
dential buildings, office- and transportation buildings
as well as urban-planning projects to interior architec-
ture and product design. 

Projects
55 Baker Street multi-functional building, London 2008
Grosvenor Waterside, London 2008
St. Paul’s Information Centre, London 2007
Jubilee Campus, Nottingham under construction
Walpole House, London under construction
The Cube, Birmingham under construction
Noho Square, London under construction

Address

Make
55-65 Whitfield Street
GB-London W1T 4HE
Tel.: +44/20.76365151
Fax: +44/20.76365252
info@markearchitects.com
www.makearchitects.com

Felix Robbins

1978 Born in London (Great Britain)
1996-2000 Studies at the University of Edinburgh 
1999-2000 Worked at dECOi architect(e)s, Paris
2000-2002 Worked at Ocean_d, London
2000-2003 Completion of architectural studies at
the UCL Bartlett School of Architecture, London
2003-2006 Worked at Sprunt, London
2003-2005 University of Westminster
(Professional Practice of Architecture)
Since 2006 Worked at Make, London
2007 Guest critic at the UCL Bartlett School of
Architecture, London
2007 Workshop tutor at the Architectural
Association Design Research Laboratory (AADRL),
London
Since 2008 Ph.D. student at the UCL Bartlett
School of Architecture, London
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020 Markus Sporer/Benthem Crouwel

Las Palmas penthouse, Rotterdam

Benthem Crouwel (NL/D)

The Dutch architectural office Benthem Crouwel was
founded in Amsterdam by Jan Benthem and Mels
Crouwel in 1979.  In 2005, the German branch of the
office was opened in Aachen under the direction of
Markus Sporer. Benthem Crouwel’s field of activity
includes, among other things, infrastructure projects,
buildings for cultural uses, retail- and office buildings.
Among the most important current projects are the
extension of the Deutsches Bergbau Museum in
Bochum, the Kulturbau Koblenz, the main stations of
Utrecht, The Hague, Rotterdam und Amsterdam as well
as the extension of the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. 

Owners

Jan Benthem, Marcel Blom, Mels Crouwel, 
Markus Sporer, Joost Vos, Marten Wassmann

Projects

Deutsches Bergbau Museum, Bochum 2009
etrium office building, Cologne 2008
Las Palmas penthouse, Rotterdam 2008
De Pont Museum, Tilburg 2003
VillaArena, Amsterdam 2001
Anne Frank Museum, Amsterdam 1999
Popcenter 013, Tilburg 1998
Malietower, The Hague 1996

Address
Benthem Crouwel Architekten BV bna
Generaal Vetterstraat 61
NL-1059 BT Amsterdam
Tel.: +31/20.6420105
Fax: +31/20.6465354
bca@benthemcrouwel.nl
www.benthemcrouwel.nl

Benthem Crouwel GmbH
Bendstraße 50 – 52
D-52066 Aachen
Tel.: +49/241.5594450
Fax: +49/241.5594520
bca@benthemcrouwel.de
www.benthemcrouwel.de

Markus Sporer

1967 Born in Aalen (Germany)
1989-1996 Architectural studies at RWTH Aachen
and at the University of Washington, Seattle/USA
1997-1998 Worked with Professor Jörg Friedrich,
Hamburg
1998-2000 Worked at Bothe Richter Teherani
Architekten, Hamburg
2000-2001 Worked at Benthem Crowel BV bna,
Amsterdam
2001-2006 Assistant of Professor Klaus Kada for
the chairs of Building Theory and Design at RWTH
Aachen
Since 2005 Managing Director at Benthem
Crouwel GmbH, Aachen
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Office building Królewska, Warsaw

APA Kurylowicz & Associates (PL)

APA Kurylowicz & Associates is one of the most
renowned architectural offices in Poland. It was found-
ed by Professor Stefan Kurylowicz in Warsaw in 1990.
A total of 80 employees work in the branches in
Warsaw and Wroclaw. Since its foundation, the office
has received numerous national and international
awards for its projects in the sectors of industrial archi-
tecture, domestic architecture, public buildings and
commercial buildings. Among its most important pro-
jects are the headquarters of Lot Polish Airlines as well
as the Wolf Nullo office building in Warsaw.

Owner

Prof. Stefan Kurylowicz

Projects

Wroclaw concert hall, Wroclaw 2008
Wolf Nullo office building, Warsaw 2006
Konstancin residential building, Warsaw 2004
Królewska office building, Warsaw 2002
Lot Polish Airlines headquarters, Warsaw 2002
Focus Filtrowa office building, Warsaw 2001
Nautilus office building, Warsaw 1998

Address

APA Kurylowicz & Associates
ul. Berezynska 25 
PL-03-908 Warschau
Tel.: +48/22.6163797
Fax: +48/22.6163799
apaka@apaka.com.pl
www.apaka.com.pl

Jacek Syropolski

1972 Born in Warsaw (Poland)
1991-1998 Architectural studies at Warsaw
Technical University
Since 1998 Worked at APA Kurylowicz &
Associates in Warsaw
Since 2001 Senior architect
Since 2005 Partner at APA Kurylowicz & Associates
Since 2006 Member of the Board and Vice
President of SARP Polish Architects’ Association,
Warsaw
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024 Francisco Villeda/JDS Julien de Smedt Architects

VM Houses, Orestad

JDS – Julien de Smedt Architects (DK)

After the closing of the PLOT office partnership with
Bjarke Ingels, Julien de Smedt founded the architectur-
al office JDS Architects in 2006. 45 employees are
working in Copenhagen and in the Brussels branch
opened in 2008. JDS Architects is a multi-disciplinary
office with the emphasis on architecture and design:
extensive urban-development projects as well as furni-
ture construction and design are among its tasks. In
2007, JDS Architects won the international competition
for the new ski jump at the Holmenkollen in Oslo. 

Owner

Julien de Smedt

Projects

Mountain apartment house, Ørestad 2008
Sjakket community centre, Copenhagen 2007
Psychiatric hospital, Helsingør 2006
Model row house, Copenhagen 2006
VM apartment house, Ørestad 2005
Maritim Youth House, Copenhagen 2004
Harbour Bath, Copenhagen 2003

Address

JDS – Julien de Smedt Architects
Vesterbrogade 69 D
DK-1620 Copenhagen V
Tel.: +45/33781010
Fax: +45/33781029
office@jdsarchitects.com 
www.jdsarchitects.com

Francisco Villeda

1980 Born in Mexico-City (Mexico)
2003-2004 Worked at Serrano + Monjaraz
Architects, Mexico-City
2004 Bachelor’s degree (architecture) at the
Iberoamericana University, Mexico-City
2004-2005 Worked at Load Architecture Office,
Barcelona
2005 Master’s degree (architecture) at the
Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia,
Barcelona
2005-2007 Worked at Willy Müller Architects,
Barcelona
2006-2007 Doctoral studies in Digital Tectonics,
Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia,
Barcelona
2006-2007 Assistant Teacher at the Institute for
Advanced Architecture of Catalonia, Barcelona
Since 2008 Architect at JDS Architects,
Copenhagen
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026 Kazuhiro Kojima, Kazuko Akamatsu/CAt Coelacanth and Associates

Liberal Arts & Science College, Doha (Katar)

CAt Coelacanth and Associates (J)

In 1986, Kazuhiro Kojima, Yasuyuki Ito and five other
architectural graduates founded the architects’ office
Coelacanth in Tokyo. Among the first major successes
were the first prize in the international competition for
the Osaka International Peace Center in 1990, the
Utase Primary School in 1995 and the Design Prize of
the Architectural Institute of Japan in 1997. In 1998,
the office was renamed C+A. Since the re-structuring in
2005, there are two offices: CAn in Nagoya under the
direction of Yasuyuki Ito and Susumu Uno as well as
CAt in Tokyo, which is headed by Kazuhiro Kojima and
Kazuko Akamatsu. Among the most current projects at
CAt are the Grains Shimomegudro apartment house in
Tokyo and the Liberal Arts & Science College in Katar.

Owners
Kazuhiro Kojima und Kazuko Akamatsu

Projects
Ho Chi Minh University of Architecture, 
Ho Chi Minh City under construction
Grains Shimomeguro, Tokyo 2007
Mihama Utase, primary school, Chiba 2006
YK/Islands House, Chiba 2005
Space Block Nozawa, Tokyo 2005
Gunma International Academy, Ota 2005

Address
CAt (C+A Tokio)
4F, Kyuseigun Building
1-20-5, Ebisu-nishi Shibuya-ku 
J-Tokyo 150-0021
Tel.: +81/52.2511751
Fax: +81/52.2511752
info@c-and-a.co.jp
www.c-and-a.co.jp

Kazuhiro Kojima

1958 Born in Osaka (Japan)
1982 Bachelor degree (architecture) at Kyoto
University
1984 Master’s degree (architecture) at the Hiroshi
Hara Laboratory, Tokyo University
1986 Foundation of Coelacanth Architects Inc.
1998 Foundation of Coelacanth and Associates (C+A)
Since 2004 Guest Professor at the Technology
Institute Kyoto
2005 Foundation of CAt (C+A Tokyo)
Since 2005 Professor at the Science University Tokyo

Kazuko Akamatsu  

1968 Born in Tokyo (Japan)
1990 Studies of Architecture at Tokyo Women’s
University
2002 Worked at Coelacanth and Associates (C+A)
2005 Foundation of CAt (C+A Tokyo)
Since 2005 Lecturer at Kanto Gakuin University and
at the Nippon Institute of Technology
Since 2006 Lecturer at Kobe Design University
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028 Taira Nishizawa/TAIRA NISHIZAWA Architects

Sports hall, Tomochi

Taira Nishizawa Architects (J) 

In 1993, Taira Nishizawa founded his own architectural
office in Tokyo. Among his most important projects
were the Tachi-kawa House in 1996, the Su-wa House
in 1999 and the Tomochi sports hall in 2004, for which
he received the Architectural Review Award in 2005. In
addition to his work as an architect, Taira Nishizawa is
also active as an author: In his writings, he focuses on
functionalism and formalism. 

Owner

Taira Nishizawa

Projects

Kokueikan commercial building, Naha under construction
Sun-Pu Church, Sizuoka 2008
Tomochi sports hall 2004
Cho-Fu A-B building complex, Tokyo 2003
Endeneu Shop, Tokyo 1999
Su-Wa House, Nagano 1999
O-Ta House, Tokyo 1998
Tachi-Kawa House, Tokyo 1997

Address

TAIRA NISHIZAWA Architects
2-15-15-4F Takanawa
Minato-ku
J-Tokio 108-0074
Tel.: +81/3.34414806
Fax: +81/3.34414806
mail@nszw.com
www.nszw.com

Taira Nishizawa

1964 Born in Tokyo (Japan)
1987 Completion of architectural studies at the
Institute of Technology, Tokyo
1987-1993 Worked at KEI’ICHI IRIE Architects
Associates, Tokyo
1993 Foundation of TAIRA NISHIZAWA Architects,
Tokyo
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Floating Roof House, Okayama

Tezuka Architects (J)

In 1994, Takaharu Tezuka and Yui Tezuka founded the
architectural office TEZUKA ARCHITECTS in Tokyo. The
emphasis of their work is on residential and public
buildings. Important to them is always a close relation-
ship to nature and the surrounding scenery. Many of
their projects received awards: For the Fuji kinder-
garten in Tokyo, they received the Architectural
Institution of Japan Prize in 2008. Among their most
important projects are the Roof House in Tokyo and the
Museum of Natural History Chigo Matsunoyama. At
the beginning of 2009, the book “Takaharu Tezuka + Yui
Tezuka Architecture Catalogue 2” was published, the
sequel to an earlier edition, which presents 19 of their
most recent works. That same year, the Deutsches
Architekturmuseum in Frankfurt presented 15 select
projects of the office in the exhibition „Tezuka
Architects – Erinnerte Zukunft“.

Owners

Takaharu Tezuka und Yui Tezuka

Projects

Fuji kindergarten, Tokyo 2007
Floating Roof House, Okayama 2005
Echigo-Matsunoyama Museum, Matsunoyama 2003
Wall-less House, Tokyo 2001
Roof House, Tokyo 2001
Machiya House, Hachioji 2000
Soejima Hospital, Saga 1999

Address

TEZUKA ARCHITECTS
1-19-9-3F Todoroki Setagaya 
J-Tokio 158-0082
Tel.: +81/3.37037056
Fax: +81/3.37037038
tez@sepia.ocn.ne.jp
www.tezuka-arch.com

Takaharu Tezuka

1964 Born in Tokyo (Japan)
1987 Bachelor’s degree (architecture) at the
Musashi Institute of Technology, Tokyo
1990 Master’s degree (architecture) at the
University of Pennsylvania
1990-1994 Worked at Richard Rogers Partnership 
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WOHA (SGP)

The WOHA architectural office was founded in
Singapore in 1994 by Wong Mun Summ and Richard
Hassel. The field of activities includes master plans,
architecture and landscape architecture as well as
lighting concepts and furniture design. WOHA works
on projects all over the Asia-Pacific region, including
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Taiwan,
Australia, the Maldives and China. WOHA have
received numerous awards for their projects. The No. 1
Moulmein Rise apartment high-rise was awarded the
Aga Khan Award for Architecture in 2007.

Owners

Wong Mun Summ und Richard Hassell

Projects

School of the Arts, Singapore 2009
Alila Villas Uluwatu, Bali, Indonesia 2008
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Changi Airport, Singapore 2008
Underground station, MRT Stadium, Singapore 2007
Newton Suites, Singapore 2007
Gilstead Brooks housing development, Singapore 2004
Church of St. Mary of the Angels, Singapore 2003
Moulmein Rise apartment building, Singapore 2003

Address

WOHA
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Erwin Viray

Erwin Viray describes himself as a “man of letters” –
following Le Corbusier’s term for his profession as
homme de lettre. After studying architecture, he turned
to writing: In addition to his work as editor of the archi-
tecture magazine a+u, he issued several publications.
Among the most important are his “Herzog & de
Meuron” monograph and the architectural publication
“10x10_2 - 100 Architects 10 Critics”. Erwin Viray also
teaches: Since 2002, he has been a lecturer at the
National University of Singapore.

Current publications

Peter Märkli: Craft of Architecture, 
a+u special issue, Tokyo 2008
Processed Geometries: Jensen and Skodvin, 
Academisk Publishing, Oslo 2007
Swiss Passion (Swiss Junky), a+u, Tokyo 2007
Natural Metaphors: architectural papers IV, 
ETH Zurich, Actar 2007
Bedmar & Shi: Romancing the Tropics, 
Oro Publications, New York 2007
Gigon/Guyer: matter, colour, light and space, 
a+u, Tokyo 2006
WOHA: More on Less, Aedes Berlin 2006
Chinese More or Less: 
W Architects + Mok Wei Wei, Aedes Berlin 2006
Herzog & de Meuron: 2002-2006, 
a+u special issue (monograph), Tokyo 2006
New Waves from Southeast Asia:
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, a+u Tokyo 2005
10x10_2 – 100 Architects 10 Critics, 
Phaidon Press London, New York 2005
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Erwin Viray, PhD
Assistant Professor 
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The Beauty of Materials:
when surfaces start to move...

Bedmar & Shi:
Romancing the Tropics
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039Kalin Cakov/cakov–makara s.r.o

Capsule for tomorrow
Kalin Cakov sees the bathroom of the future as a basic
consumer good which is available to anyone and can be
integrated into every house and every apartment. He plans
a space capsule which can dock to the façade and whose
design and function – be it as a bathroom, sauna or winter
garden – can be determined by the user himself. 



040 Kalin Cakov/cakov–makara s.r.o

“I am an advocator of democratic design, meaning design for all. The bathroom has taken many
steps of development: from the traditional ablution of man to today’s bathroom as a place of regen-
eration. However, not everyone can afford this place of regeneration in an existing apartment. It is
therefore a sign of democratic design if we offer a new, accessible to all space for taking a bath – the
‘capsule for tomorrow’.” 

Kalin Cakov has a vision of how the interplay of water and architecture is to look in the future.
He calls the “capsule for tomorrow” the “bathroom of the future – the bathroom for everyone”. With
its many variations and its range of functions, this spatial object is to be ranked among the commodities,
such as cars. Its life cycle also resembles those of automobiles: buying – using – replacing. Like a car,
the “capsule for tomorrow’” can also come in a specific size or be fine-tuned. It can fulfil the function
of a bathroom, a sauna, a winter garden or a combination of these. It gives the owner freedom and
space to make his dreams come true. And it expands the size of the apartment: “We have modern
design, but no space”, Kalin Cakov claims. The existing housing units are always limited by the 
actual building mass. The capsule makes it possible to expand existing apartments literally beyond
the space. According to Kalin Cakov, “it pushes the dreams of the resident beyond the current bound-

Capsule for tomorrow
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aries”. Attaching the capsule to the façade is enough and it is ready to be used.  Even an object with
an extrovert character as this one has can ensure anonymity to the owner: The “capsule for tomor-
row” allows vistas outside but not inside and thus meets the claims put in an intimate room. 

The use of several capsules at the façade gives the building a new look. The set exterior
becomes unexpectedly alive, with a new, unknown future. A water inlet is all the supply the capsule
needs. On the other hand, no connection to the sewer system is necessary – there is no additional
strain on the urban infrastructure. The used water – this is the way Kalin Cakovs envisions it – is
cleaned with the PONTOS recycling system by Hansgrohe so that it can be used again. Any surplus,
recycled water is disposed of via “water spray”, a device which disperses the water as an aerosol
into the environment. This makes it possible to compensate for the insufficient humidity in major city
and improves the air quality.
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The “capsule for tomorrow” is available in different sizes
and fitments. Whether it contains a sauna, a winter garden
or a bathroom is determined by the user. 
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The capsule only needs a water inlet: The wastewater is
cleaned with a recycling system and can be used again.
Surplus, recycled water is emitted into the environment as
an aerosol. 
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Despite the exposed position, the capsule offers sufficient
anonymity. The spatial apertures allow the users a variety
of views of the surroundings while glances into the cap-
sule are not possible. 



045Kalin Cakov/cakov–makara s.r.o

The docked bath capsules alter the look of the cities –
particularly at night, when the elliptic annexes shine 
in colours. 
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047Felix Robbins/Make

Synthetic transitions
Felix Robbins compares the culture of bathing in Great
Britain and Japan: While, in his country, taking a bath is
considered to be an intimate act, the Japanese attach
much value on companionship and openness. He designs
an installation with which spaces of different dimensions
and degrees of openness can be constructed.



048 Felix Robbins/Make

The dialogue between Western and Eastern concepts of architecture and water in the context of
the bathroom offers a fascinating demonstration of the inherent complexity and multiplicity of cultures
and the architectonic manifestations of difference and diversity. This project was an opportunity to re-
conceive the relationship between architecture and water as a synthetic process – an investigation that
suggested an emerging concept of a bathroom as a morphing turbulence of form, reconfigurable to a
specific context and adapting to the experiential consequences of cultural specificity.

The work began by looking at the insecurities inherent in the British bathing culture, specifically
the enduring legacy of a Victorian attitude to bathing which combined prudish reserve in public with
technological complexity and spatial generosity in private. And as an architectural corollary of this lega-
cy, a specific attitude to the room and the enclosure of a space for bathing developed – an individual
experience of the bath, yet no collective experience of bathing. This description of a cultural attitude was
then bluntly juxtaposed to Japanese notions – again an island nation, but one where the exteriority of
the experience and the collective bathing culture receives a greater emphasis, while, in the specific con-
text of the bathroom, a separation is enforced between the act of bathing and the act of cleansing.

These dialectic extremes of attitudes to bathing guided the project, leading to reflections on the

Synthetic Transitions
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way in which contemporary culture operates as a fluid dissolution, as a complex and fluctuating space
of dialogue, translation and projection. The Western philosophical tradition is permeated by the classic
dialectical and formal separation of elements. The workshop offered the opportunity to move beyond
the limitations of the room and conceive of a synthetic transition of the spatial coordinates in a manner
which would result in neither an artificially constructed dialectical extreme of nature nor the artifice of
a painted sea on an internal wall. Instead, the project became a means to dissolve the “vessel” and oper-
ate as a perpetually fluctuating form of spatial description. Furthermore, the project saw the possibility
of redefining the experience of the room: in the relationship between architecture and water the room
takes on the potential for a sophisticated experience of a space-time extension allied to the operation
of bathing.

The project becomes a synthetic topography of space – a parametric multiplicity of spaces shaped
by the experience, the place and the uses which make the room experience culturally specific. It repre-
sents the dissolution of a formal “vessel”, allowing flux and diversity to flow through the description of
the space-time extension of bathroom, suggesting dynamic ranges and multiple phase transitions of space
for bathing rather than a fixed product or objectified solution for cleaning.
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Instead of a rigid, fixed form, Felix Robbins suggests
an installation which re-configures the bathroom
according to the requirements.
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Step by step, the room looses its original form – the
familiar surroundings seem to dissolve. 
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The renderings and sketches
show how, in an existing
structure, different bathroom
sceneries can be created.
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The convertible room is not
meant to serve only the
cleansing process. According
to Felix Robbins, the act of
taking a bath should also have
poetic qualities.
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Share a dinner & share a bath
Markus Sporer starts out by considering how the social
and communicative aspects of bathing can be further
expanded. He suggests spatially limiting the intimate func-
tions of the bathroom to a minimum and transferring the
communicative and restorative zones into the living area.



056 Markus Sporer/Benthem Crouwel

The starting point for Markus Sporer’s project followed on from one of his initial experiences
during the workshop, shortly after his arrival in Japan: a visit to a traditional Japanese onsen in a
Kyoto neighbourhood – a space of ritual bathing and relaxation which is, at the same time, a place
of social interaction and communication.

This very public and social function of the bath offers an intriguing contrast to the intimate
and private aspects of bathing and additionally resonates with the title of the workshop, “private
water”. It also provides the starting point for a number of interesting questions, for example: how
could the space of the bathroom, which has been primarily function-oriented, be thought different-
ly? How could the private bath, one of the great achievements of modern housing, be “charged” with
even more functions? Through which means could the social and communicative aspects of bathing
be stimulated and expanded? How could the spatial limitations of a typical bathroom be eliminated?
The project plays with traditional ideas regarding the private vs. the public space and the act of bathing
as a private vs. a public act. 

The project started off with a more or less typical floorplan of an apartment with an internal
bathroom. The different functions of the bathroom were examined, analysed, and rearranged in a

Share a dinner & share a bath
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new and special context: as a result the area required for the bathroom for “private” functions (i.e.,
washing, taking a shower, using the toilet) could be compressed and reduced, gaining additional 
floorspace and thereby benefiting the living space. Implementing the social functions of the bathroom
as a place for communication, relaxation, health etc. in the “public” living area creates a double occu-
pancy of space and elements. The living space is extended by the function of the bath, the overlap
is carried to extremes in the eating area which constitutes the social centre of the typical European
house and which also has a double function. The table can be turned around and taken out of the
Japanese-style seating topography. In doing so, the bathtub is revealed and the spatial borders of
the typical bathroom are eliminated. The room height can be adjusted through a variable ceiling system
to create different spatial situations and perceptions. This offers the possibility of sharing a common
bath with friends or the family in an open space while remaining in direct contact with the different
functions of the private house and in contact with the surrounding area via the view through win-
dows or skylights.
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In Markus Sporer’s design, the bathroom and the liv-
ing area are combined: Whether taking a bath or hav-
ing a meal – both in the same place.
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The ceiling plays a special role: it makes several kinds of
showers possible and, due its adjustable height, can pro-
duce different degrees between openness and intimacy. 



060 Markus Sporer/Benthem Crouwel

With a height-adjustable ceiling, foldaway wall panels
and the slidable table top, the room can be transformed
without any problems.
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For the shared meal, the ceiling is raised and the table top
moved out. When taking a bath, however, the low-posi-
tioned ceiling system provides intimacy, warmth and light.
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063Jacek Syropolski/APA Kurylowicz & Associates

Private Water – Public Water
In his designs, Jacek Syropolski distinguishes between
private bathrooms and public baths. For the flat, he 
suggests a semi-transparent structure which mediates
between calm and communicative areas. For public 
locations such as lakes or pools, he designed a 
buoyant platform.
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In his workshop project, Jacek Syropolski offers a new look at the bath and everything related
to it. “For me as an architect the perception of space and the manner in which it is perceived by futu-
re users is the key issue”, he says. “Therefore, my starting point was the location of the bathing area,
not the bathroom itself, roughly in the centre of the flat.” Bath and water become a kind of borderline
between individual times of our life, between day and night. They also separate the private space from
the accessible, public area. Hence, it is necessary to provide the greatest possible access and to ensu-
re an easy communication between the two areas, a task that can be achieved by a bridge. And in turn,
a space or a body that is placed inside one of the “separating zones” made of water can also influen-
ce its environment. Following these deliberations, the idea of a semi-transparent body which would
illuminate the interior arose, with a “skin” which could serve as a translucent “screen” in two ways:
during the daytime, the surrounding environment will cast moving shadows on the surface, which are
perceived by the bathers inside. At night, the silhouettes of everything inside the bathroom become
visible to whoever happens to be in one of the other parts of the flat. 

The quality of the interior is also determined by the surroundings. Jacek Syropolski suggests an
arrangement that will make it possible to admire what is happening outside the building, to admire

Private Water – Public Water
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nature, whilst enjoying a bath. “Preserving the private nature of the ‘private water’ bathing area, I focu-
sed on the need for a multi-purpose use of the space.” This is provided by moving floor panels which
allow the way in which the bathing area is utilized to be modified. 

The rapidly developing world surrounding us and progressing urbanization also make it neces-
sary to also consider the volume of water used while bathing. Jacek Syropolski comments: “Ecological
thinking drew my attention to the need of changing the shapes of the bathtubs currently being manu-
factured. To reduce the consumption of water, in my scheme I suggest introducing flat bathtubs which
will nonetheless offer the full bathing comfort”.

Jacek Syropolski’s concept of ‘public water’ is quite different. This is an installation that could
be mounted anywhere, for instance in a lake or swimming pool. The idea is to construct a movable plat-
form that would provide a place of relaxation during bathing. People lying on the platform would be
washed with warm heated water that had been previously filtered in a special filtration system. Water
would gush from under a wooden deck and wash over a series of steps intended for lying down. The
whole construction would be finished off with smooth carbon fibre surfaces for positive buoyancy, allo-
wing the construction to float in water.
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For Jacek Syropolski, the bathroom – and hence the
water – becomes a boundary between the different
areas of living.
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The semitransparent skin of the structure serves as a can-
vas in two respects: While during the day shadows from
the surroundings are projected onto the inside walls, at
night the inner life of the bathroom becomes visible in the
form of silhouettes. 
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In order to meet different demands, Jacek Syropolski 
envisions movable floor panels for the bathroom. Thus the
room can be adapted to the needs of the user.
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While taking a bath, the residents can enjoy the view of
nature. For Jacek Syropolski, this close relationship of
inside and outside is a basic condition of living quality.
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A stepped, buoyant platform serves as the lie-down area
in the middle of lakes or pools. The people reclining on
them are awash in warm water trickling down from 
the top step.
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The platform has a shell of carbon fibres. This produces a
smooth surface and gives the lie-down island the neces-
sary buoyancy.
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073Francisco Villeda/JDS Julien de Smedt Architects

The W.E.T. Module
Globalization brings foreign cultures and ways of living
closer to us – and thus also different customs of taking a
bath, Francisco Villeda thinks. With the design of a multi-
function bathroom module, he offers the possibility to 
create different bathroom situations and atmospheres.
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The word “health” is being slowly replaced by other terms, such as comfort and wellness.
Consequently the act of bathing is undergoing critical changes in our perception of its uses and our
understanding of its purpose. To a certain degree, this unclear conceptual state is the result of a lar-
ger and increasingly evident commingling of ideas and traditions between people.

Worldwide tourism has made it possible for people to enjoy different ways of bathing through
their travels to Japan, India, Latin America, Central Europe and Scandinavia. Here they can 
experience places and traditions which were once distant and unknown. Today people know more
and want to enjoy experiences faster and more easily, and the technological and financial means are
available to do so.

The question is, if there is a global fusion of different cultures and information influencing
architecture, fashion, education and food, why would this not affect the way we use and understand
the bathroom? And should not everybody be able to experience this fusion of cultures, even in the
bathroom? In his workshop project, Francisco Villeda uses a single space where he gathers together
all the factors that make the bathroom a relevant and constant topic in daily life and which deter-
mine its architectural role in our buildings. The project tries to answer questions such as: can we

The W.E.T. Module
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make a single space that will be capable of producing different bathing experiences? Can the fixtu-
res in the bathroom become more than simple add-ons, and instead be the ones that generate the
space? How can technology expand the bathing experience?

He proposes to create a single element that can serve as floor, roof or wall and which incor-
porates all the technology needed to recreate any bathing experience. The module can generate rain
for a relaxed outdoor feeling, or, using different perforations, it can recreate a waterfall.

The surface of the module is touch-sensitive and the controls have been incorporated for easy
touchscreen adjustment. The “screen” recreates images and sounds, as well as scents, to create a
full sensory experience. But the surface is not only about projections; it can radiate heat or cold to
produce steam (like a Turkish or Roman bath) or generate the same feeling as a snow bath (like a
Japanese onsen or a Finnish bath) – warm and cold in a single element.

Air is an important feature: it can be used for drying in the form of a “mild breeze” or can
reproduce a storm. The panel has different depths and compartments to create shallow bathtubs or
pools. This is serves to expand the social use of the bath, allowing the whole family to enjoy it at
the same time. The bathroom is the new centre of the household.
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To intensify the sensory experience when taking a
bath, the module can be assembled into a closed cap-
sule. This can be put up in any chosen place – inside
as well as outside.
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As a wall-, floor- or ceiling element, the module can
be assembled into different shapes and sizes – from
a single wall segment to the closed capsule. Water
and vapour penetrate the perforated Corian surface.
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The module has several functions: In addition to the
water- and vapour outlets, images can be projected
onto the Corian surface and different audio- and
scent programmes can be activated. 
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The W.E.T. module can also be used as a paddling
pool outside. With a touch screen on the wall 
surface, the parameters for the individual bathing
experience such as water temperature, scent or
sound can be controlled. 
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081Kazuhiro Kojima/CAt Coelacanth and Associates

Conscious space
Kazuhiro Kojima distinguishes between “Black Spaces” –
rooms which fulfil a specific function – and “White
Spaces” – zones allowing different activities. As the bath-
room of the future, she suggests a space in the centre of
the house which – similar to a Japanese tea room –
boosts the mental concentration of the user.
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In modern cities and buildings, spaces are mostly purpose-oriented; people are constantly moving
around the city to do something. Kazuhiro Kojima has coined the term “Black Space” to describe this pur-
pose-oriented space. A Black Space is a space that has a specific function, for example a classroom, labo-
ratory or toilet. Thus, according to Kazuhiro Kojima, every road is a Black Space since its purpose is for traf-
fic only. In this respect, all buildings and cities that are designed for maximum efficiency can be classified
as “Black Spaces.” A “White Space”, on the other hand, is a space that allows for multiple activities wit-
hin. For example, the tatami room in a traditional Japanese house is such a White Space: when a futon is
laid out, it turns into a bedroom, whereas once a table is set, the space turns into a dining room. This means
the space is flexible. But, as Kazuhiro Kojima says, “white does imply a neutral space. To be white, it is
essential to have a device that activates/creates the activity.”

In his opinion, in most cases the bathroom is a ”Black Space“. The washing of the body requires
waterproof surfaces, which make the bathroom a purpose-oriented space. But Kazuhiro Kojima wishes to
challenge his perception and seeks to transform the bathroom into a ”White Space”. People are naked as
they soak their bodies in the tub, and thus it is difficult to superimpose other activities on the bathroom due
to its “wet nature”. This spatial condition can be perceived as “floating”. With the current busy lifestyle,

Conscious space
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people do not hesitate to bring a waterproof TV monitor with speakers into the bathroom. Following this
line of thought, the bathroom could be perceived as a ”White Space”. Kazuhiro Kojima personally does not,
because of all the “Black” furniture that dominates the space.

The Japanese tea room is same size as a bathroom, i.e., it is a 3 tatami space. The tea room is a
space that is restricted to the act of having tea and excludes all other activities, maximising the individu-
al’s concentration on this specific act. When the activity is at its climax, the senses are maximally heigh-
tened, allowing the individual to pass into a state of spirituality. Although the space is classified as a ”Black
Space” in terms of activity, it could be perceived as ”White Space” in terms of one’s mental level and fee-
lings. Once this breakthrough has occurred within this minimal space, you can even feel the universe.

“Can the bathroom in a person’s everyday experience become the contemporary tea room in relati-
on to one’s mental level?” Kazuhiro Kojima asks. His workshop project refers to the piece of work ”Open
Sky” by James Turrell, sited in Naoshima where the workshop was held. James Turrell used the space to
frame and abstract the sky with its constant transition of clouds. This is a good example for Kazuhiro Kojima’s
idea of the “floating bathroom in relation to one’s mental level.” His sketches show a reorganised house
with the bathroom at its centre, taking up the motif of a tea room.
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Kazuhiro Kojima’s has the notion that the bathroom should
be a place of relaxation: a refuge which creates a 
distance to the loud and hectic urban life. 
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Is the bathroom only intended for a single purpose?
Kazuhiro Kojima deliberates whether other activities are
possible in the room.
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The work “Open Sky” by James Turrell was an
essential starting point for the design. Similar to
Turrell’s framed sections of sky, the spatial designs
lives on the wall and ceiling apertures which open
up views and let in light.
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Like in a Japanese tea room, the user is to concen-
trate completely on the activity, on taking a bath. 
The toilet or the wash basin is put elsewhere.
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089Kazuko Akamatsu/CAt Coelacanth and Associates

Open bath space
Kazuko Akamatsu reminds of the fact that, in former times,
many cultures used hot springs for taking a bath. Contrary to
the classic, enclosed bathroom, she suggests transferring the
act of bathing again into the open countryside and thus reviv-
ing the aspect of regeneration and social communication.
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In recent times the bathroom has become more of a recreational area, where people enjoy the
act of cleansing their bodies. Different civilizations in the past have always been familiar with hot springs
– it is not something specific to Japan. The introduction of the hot spring into daily life, and the use of
hot water to cleanse and warm up our bodies inside a room have created the “bathroom”. However this
space in the house, surrounded by walls and other architectural elements, is in stark contrast to natural
hot springs, which are usually outdoors surrounded by wild natural scenery. When contemplating the
idea of “bathroom” in relation to the beautiful natural surroundings in Naoshima, Kazuko Akamatsu con-
ceived the bathroom as a more open space, similar to a hot spring. It could allow people to feel relaxed
anywhere and anytime. In her sketches, she proposes a bathroom that does not consist of a typical, enc-
losed room with walls, but as a space that will allow the user to feel as if he were outdoors.

Historically, Japanese people share a single big bathtub in a hot spring or public bath. With this
social act, such spaces have been transformed into communication spaces where people enjoy chatting.
In her workshop project, Kazuko Akamatsu also considers the issue of privacy, which would allow a group
of people from different backgrounds to utilize these spaces as well. She carefully locates many 
individual small bathtubs at distances from one another for privacy. This layout allows bathers to enjoy

Open bath space
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chatting to their neighbours without hesitation while enjoying the beautiful scenery of the surrounding
mountains and the ocean. Dogs, birds and other wild animals are also welcome to enter the space. A
movable partition allows every user to customize the size of his/her private space. The proposed tem-
porary partition with a folding screen made out of fabric has always been familiar in Japanese culture.
From time to time, people can then take a shower under the parasol.

In her second concept, Kazuko Akamatsu imagines the user as floating in the middle of the oce-
an in a “bathtub ship” – an experience which, she says, most people are likely to enjoy. 

Thirdly, Kazuko Akamatsu proposes a stone bathtub within a Japanese stone garden in which
people can meditate deeply while contemplating the garden. Japanese gardens within temples, such as
Karesansui or Sekitei, represent “water” without actual water being present; this design thus provides
them with a previously missing element.

“At first glance the following sketches may appear to be very different from one another, but they
all relate to the same concept of how to enjoy a bath in terms of relaxation and healing”, Kazuko
Akamatsu says. “The bathroom should no longer be an ordinary enclosed private space but an open spa-
ce in which people can share their joy with others. Why can’t we realise this idea?”
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One way of taking a bath in the middle of nature are
the “Bathtub Ships” by Kazuko Akamatsu.
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In her sketches, Kazuko Akamatsu shows various
forms of bathing in the open air.
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The bathroom is suitable for everyone – independent
of size, gender and class. The contact with flora and
fauna is deliberately intended.
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Kazuko Akamatsu has different approaches to how
bathing in the open air could look: basins under a
tree or water-filled hammocks. One thing they do
have in common – taking a bath as a restorative and
entertaining act.
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For bathing in the middle of nature, the user only
needs the “Bath Kit”. With the construction elements
contained in it and sanitary object, the open-air bath-
room can be put up in any chosen place.
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Whether communication or seclusion – the person
taking a bath can himself decide whether he wants
to create an atmosphere of intimacy with portable
and foldable room partitions.
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099Taira Nishizawa/Taira NishizawaA Architects

How water decided our culture
Taira Nishizawa focuses on the question of how water
leaves its mark on a culture. He explains the differences
between Western and Eastern ways of living with the dif-
ferent water qualities: While in the West hard water deter-
mines life, in the East soft water influenced the eating and
bathing culture but also the architecture.
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The diversity in human culture existing on our Earth is the result of the differences in water. Water
can be hard or soft: the higher the mineral content, the harder the water. In many places in Europe water
is very hard, while in most places in Asia it is very soft. The biggest difference between hard water and
soft water is that hard water is barely absorbed into a natural solid, but soft water is easily absorbed. This
is, says Taira Nishizawa, what shaped the different cultures, typecased by comparing France and Japan.

For instance, the food culture. In France, water is too hard to be absorbed into either vegetables
or meat during cooking. In French cooking, boiling is almost the same as warming. Thus, French cooking
is heavily sauce-based, relying on the sauce which is added to the vegetable or meat from the outside. In
Japan, the water is soft and easily absorbed into vegetable or meat during cooking. In Japanese cooking,
boiling is not merely warming but exchanging the water between inside and outside. 

Another example is the bathing culture. French people wash their body in a shallow bathtub. Bathing
consists of cleaning the skin; thus it is sometimes not even necessary to take a bath, as a shower will 
suffice to cleanse the skin as well. Water is perceived as something which cleans or tops up the skin, like
a lotion, cologne, perfume and cosmetic preparation. But in Japan no one washes their body in the bath-
tub; the body is washed in a washing space separate from the bathtub, and the bathtub is not shallow

How water decided our culture
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but really deep. The body is immersed in the deep bathtub for 30 or 40 minutes without washing in order
to effect an exchange of water between the outside and the inside of the body. So one should not make
the water dirty by washing one’s body in the bathtub. Japanese bathing is thus not simply cleansing but
healing, similar to a medical treatment. 

For instance, the concept of what makes a human being differs between the West and the East.
The most essential part of a human being in the West may well be the solid part. This perception formed
the basis of Western medicine, which consists of an analysis of the solid parts, and which brought us ana-
tomy and medical operations. In contrast, the most essential part of a human being in the East may be
the parts other than the solid part. This perception has shaped Eastern medical methods, which consist
of an analysis of energy flow, breath and spirits, and which brought us medical herbal teas and liquids.

Another example of the differences is the perception of what architecture is. Western buildings
consist of solid materials such as stones and bricks. The most essential part of buildings is this solid part,
and this has brought a construction-based concept of architecture. In contrast, an Eastern building con-
sists of soft and wet materials such as wood, bamboo and paper. The most essential part may be that
part which is between what is solid, and this brought us a spatial concept of architecture.
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The hardness of the water determines the eating cul-
ture: While the soft water in Japan is absorbed by the
ingredients and thus enriches them, the hard water in
France only serves for heating up and cooking meals.
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In Western cultures, bathing serves to cleanse the body. 
In Japan, on the contrary, bathing is often also used as a
medical treatment.
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Taira Nishizawa also explains the difference in architec-
ture with the difference in water quality: While, in the
West, traditionally rather firm construction materials such
as stone and bricks are used, in Japan mostly wood or
bamboo are preferred. 
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The “Water Room” sketched by Taira Nishizawa symbol-
izes the relationship of man and water. The activities rep-
resented here impressively show our dependence on the
element of water.
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The nomadic bath
Due to the numerous hot springs in Japan, for Takaharu
Tezuka bathing has to take place outside. He finds it
unnecessary to construct a building for this purpose. He
designs different forms of transportable bathtubs which
can be put in any chosen place. 
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Going through various design studies, Takaharu Tezuka noticed that all his sketches indicated
that he was looking for a location for an external bath. “I think this is because I am Japanese”, he says.
Japan is known to have 30 percent of all active volcanoes on this planet, and hot springs can be found
almost anywhere in the country. The image of monkeys having a joyful bath in a hot spring has beco-
me almost synonymous for the Japanese bathing culture. It demonstrates that it is quite natural to take
a bath outside in Japan, whereas in European countries, the culture of the bath started indoors.

The portable bathtub in a suitcase shows Takaharu Tezuka’s desire to take a bath wherever he
wants. This portable bath, which looks a bit like a refrigerator, can be driven on a truck to extreme envi-
ronments like deserts, where there is a strong contrast between dryness and moisture. While bathing,
you can watch the horizon with its red sun sinking to Earth.

Takaharu Tezuka also found that it is very difficult to find the ideal bathhouse or bathroom. “To
me, a bath without architecture is the best bath there can be. If you have a very good bath you don't
want architecture with it. You don't need to worry about rain, because you are getting wet in the bath-
tub anyway. You don't need to worry about cold, because the hot water should be able to provide the
necessary temperature. Nothing but a bathtub and nature constitute the arcadia I am looking for.”

The nomadic bath
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Takaharu Tezuka’s final presentation consists of a very simple dish. “I dream of using biotech-
nology to provide a comfortable bathing temperature. The depth of the water is shallow enough for the
bather not to be drawn down into the water, but deep enough to dip into. You can wear the water like
a futon and have very good sleep.”
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The sketches show various possibilities of bathing
under the open sky – for instance on the roofs of
houses (“Roof Bath City”) or in shallow basins for
reclining (“Water Bed”).
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A portable container provides everything necessary
for taking a bath outside: pump, filter, shower head
as well as an inflatable bathtub.
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The vertical bathtub resembles a refrigerator and has
enough room for one person. The lockable object can be
taken anywhere in a truck – for instance into the desert.
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Another design by Takaharu
Tezuka is the shallow bathing
dish. Safely stowed – in the 
container sketched above – the
bathtub can be transported to dif-
ferent places. 
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The bathing dish is just deep
enough to cover a reclining person
with water. The bath water is
heated with a flat coal stove. 
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Bathing ideas
To develop the bathroom of the future, Wong Mun Summ
starts by questioning some of the aspects of bathing. With
the projects he designs, he then follows different trains of
thought such as mobility, sustainability or the sensory
experience of taking a bath.
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Simple questions about bathing were asked. The result was that some answers followed existing
ideas about bathing and some, hopefully, outlined new possibilities.

Does bathing dictate the shape of bath? When it is private, the bath is basically for one person.
When it is public it becomes a spa tub or a pool. But for something in between, for example a tub sha-
red with friends, other shapes such as a snake shape or an amoeba could encourage social interaction.

Can bathing take place outside the bathroom? In resorts it is not uncommon to find baths in the
bedroom rather than in the bathrooms. This allows bathers to not only cleanse their body but also cle-
anse their mind through the enjoyment of more beautiful surroundings such as a garden or a breath-
taking view. In our work we often place the bathtub on a balcony overlooking a view or in a courtyard
with a landscaped environment. One interesting thought was that if bathing also consists of cleansing
the mind, particularly after a stressful day at work, the shower should perhaps be located at the ent-
rance of the home, so that one could immediately de-stress after work.

Are there other bathing experiences? In addition to cleansing one’s body or mind, could bathing
also include other sensations? Perhaps we could combine a massage chair within a bath? Add an audio
video system to the bath? This could be the new gadget or toy that city dwellers are always looking for.

Bathing ideas
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Can we ask more of bathing? Can the bath or shower be a piece of art work or furniture? Could
it double up as a reflection pool in the same space? Maybe we should design the bath to serve more
than one purpose. Can baths be more comfortable? It would be great if they could be as comfortable as
a sofa or a water bed! Could we make a soft bath? Maybe combine a water bed with a bath: two lay-
ers of water, one shaped according to your body and the other for enjoyment.

Are there other types of bathing? The rain shower is a fairly recent thing. How about a snow sho-
wer? Or a sand shower, that would allow exfoliation of the skin? We know that some people sing when
they are showering, how about combining the bath with a karaoke, with AV and disco lights!

Can bathing be taken out of the home? It would be fun if the bath could be portable. Add wheels
to a bath or make it foldable like a camping tent so that we can set it up in different locations. Or if 
technology has not yet caught up, maybe some crazy entrepreneur could consider a bath and a drive-in
as a single experience?

Can bathing go green and hi-tech? In keeping with the times, baths need to go green. We look
forward to the day when the unit bath will have zero water consumption. The bathing water can be recy-
cled, purified in a loop, the bath or shower only needing to be filled up once.
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Wong Mun Summ asks himself whether bathing
could not also take place somewhere else – for
instance in a sensuous pool in the bedroom.
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Can bathing be combined with other experiences?
The sketches show various possibilities: from the
massage bath to the fish bath to the bath with an
integrated audio and video system.
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Wong Mun Summ also focuses on the subject of
showering. Would it be possible to shower with
vapour, sand, fragrances or snow instead of water?
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The sketches toy with the idea of combining bathing
with other activities of everyday life – be it driving a
car, going for a walk or sharing a meal. 
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125Erwin Viray

Naoshima sketches
Erwin Viray expresses his ideas and thoughts about the
element of water in the form of poems which he illus-
trates with pictures of plants and natural materials from
Naoshima, the venue of the event. He took his inspiration
from artists such as Olafur Eliasson and Yoshihiru Suda as
well as from the writer Julio Cortázar.
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The reality of private water
by Erwin Viray
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In the Axor Aquatektur 2008 Workshop at Naoshima, many points were explored by the partic-
ipants that reflect the country of origin of each one of the participants, and the specific qualities of their
own culture. One of the points that has stayed in mind is the presentation of Taira Nishizawa, where
he explored the different ways of enjoying the bath, not only inside the bath, but also outside the bath;
where the body is immersed in water, or the water just brushes the body. Another side of the presen-
tation related to the way the body touches water, is the significance of the geographical location and
the quality of water in a place, whether it is soft water or hard water. The qualities of water affect the
way water is touched, the way the food is prepared, the way life is lived; and thus water quality can
define the characteristics of culture. Water defines culture.

When reflecting on these ideas, one wonders how it is possible to convey the different appre-
ciations of water in Japanese culture. Perhaps through reading the literature, it is possible to find out
how water and how the bath are appreciated in Japan. In reading novels, prose, even poetry it is pos-
sible to get a picture of how life, water, and the rites and rituals of the bath unfold. 

Perhaps, a good way to read the passages is to treat oneself to the episodic nature of the sec-
tions just like in minstrel style story-telling by the "biwa-hoshi" in nightly recital, as perhaps in the Arabian
Nights. As such each segment of the story can be treated like individual pearls in a string, each com-
plete and entertaining by its own merit but strung together to form the whole imagination of water.

The first text I selected is from the Diary of Lady Murasaki, the first woman novelist in history,
written during the Heian period in twelfth century Japan. The following section of the diary describes
the birth of a Royal Prince and the subsequent ritual of the first bath. It paints a vivid picture of the
actions required for the bath, describes the colours of the atmosphere with much artistry while explain-
ing the reasons for being.

The ceremony of bathing was performed at six o'clock in the evening. The bath was lighted by
torches. The Queen's maid in white over green prepared the hot water. The stand for the bathtub was
covered with white cloth. Chikamatsu, Chief of the Office of Weaving, and Nakanobu, the Chief
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Attendant, bore the tubs up to the blinds and passed them in to the two women in charge of the water,
Lady Kiyoiko and Harima; they in turn made sure it was only lukewarm. Then two other women, Omuko
and Muma, filled up sixteen pitchers, emptying what remained straight into the bathtub. They were all
wearing gauze mantles, with trains and jackets of taffeta, and had their hair done up most attractive-
ly with hairpins and white ribbons. Lady Saisho was in charge of the bathing itself, with Lady Dainagon
acting as her assistant. Dressed in unusual aprons, they both looked extremely elegant.

His Excellency carried the baby prince in his arms, preceded by Lady Koshosho with the word
and Miya no Naishi with the tiger’s head. Her jacket was decorated with a pine-cone pattern and her
train had the vase design woven into it, giving it the appearance of a printed seascape. The waistband
was a thin-gauze embroidered with a Chinese vine pattern. Lady Koshosho’s train was decorated with
autumn grasses, butterflies and birds sketched in glittering silver. We were none of us free to do exact-
ly as we pleased because of the rules about the use of silk, so she had obviously tried something unusu-
al at the waistline space after. His Excellency’s two sons, together with Junior Captain Masamichi and
others, scattered rice around with great shouts, trying to see who could make the most noise, so much
so indeed that the Bishop of the Jodoji, present in his role as Protector, was forced to protect his own
head and face with a fan for fear of being hit; this greatly amused the younger women.

The Doctor of Letters who read out the text from the classics was Chamberlain Hironari. Standing
below the balustrade, he read out the opening passage from the Records of the Historian, while behind
him in two lines stood twenty men, ten of fifth and ten of sixth rank, twanging their bows.

What is known of the evening bath was really only a formal repetition of the first bath, and the
ceremony was as before. I think there was a different reader: it may have been Munetoki, the Governor
of Ise, reading the usual text from the Classic of Filial Piety. Takachika, I heard, was the reader for the
‘Emperor Wen’ chapter from the Records, the three men taking turns over the seven-day period.

The whole spectacle, with Her Majesty in spotless white setting off in contrast the vivid shapes
and black hair of her ladies-in-waiting, seemed like a skilful black-and-white sketch that had come alive.
I myself felt very ill at ease and self-conscious, so hardly ventured out during the day at all. Resting
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indoors, I observed the ladies as they passed from the rooms in the east wing over the main building.
Those who were allowed the forbidden colours had mantles made from the same figured silk as their
jackets, which gave them elegance but no individuality. Those whom the colours were forbidden, espe-
cially the older ones among them, had been careful to avoid anything out of the ordinary and had dressed
simply in beautiful robes of three or four layers, mantles of figured silk, and plain jackets; some had
robes decorated with damask and gauze. Their fans were not gaudy in any way, and yet they had a cer-
tain elegance. They were inscribed with appropriate phrases, almost as if the women had all discussed
the matter themselves beforehand. Now, as they looked at each other, they suddenly realized how,
although each one of them had tried to show some originality, those of a common age are bound to
have common tastes. There was a strong atmosphere of rivalry. Their trains and jackets had, of course,
been embroidered. The jackets had decorated cuffs; the silver thread stitched down the seams of the
trains had been made to look like braid; the silver foil had been inlaid into the figured pattern on the
fans. You felt as if you were gazing at the mountains deep in snow in clear moonlight. It was so bright,
indeed, that you could hardly distinguish anything, as if the room had been hung with mirrors.

The diary of lady murasaki, p. 13-16, Penguin books, 2005.

The next reading is about Hideyoshi Toyotomi, the shogun from medieval Japan who achieved
the unification of the country. The passage describes vividly the importance given to the bath. It awak-
ens the consciousness that pressing matters could wait while one was enjoying the bath. The act of
immersing oneself in the bath, the purification, and the relaxation of the body and mind eventually allow
for a clarity of disposition to make significant decisions of life and death, of victory or defeat. The author
Eiji Yoshikawa describes with humour the reactions and actions of Hideyoshi in the bath. The descrip-
tion of the spatial atmosphere also gives a vivid picture of the physical attributes of the place and time.

The army returned to Himeji in the morning of the eight. Covered in mud, then drenched by the
storm, the soldiers had covered twenty leagues in one day.
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“The first thing I want to do,” Hideyoshi said to his attendant, “is take a bath.” The governor of
the castle prostrated himself before Hideyoshi. After congratulating him on his return, he informed him
that two messengers had arrived, one from Nagahama with urgent news. “I’ll take care of it after hav-
ing a bath. I’d like plenty of hot water. The rain soaked right through my armor and all the way to my
underwear.” Hideyoshi sank into the hot water up to his shoulders. The morning sun was framed by
the bathroom window; it poured down through the high latticework onto his face, suspended in the
steam. As he sat there, the skin on his face seemed to boil to a darkish red, while large drops of sweat
beaded on his forehead. Hundreds of tiny rainbows appeared on the steam. Hideyoshi jumped out of
the tub, making noise like a waterfall. “Hey! Somebody come wash my back!” he called. The two pages
who were waiting outside ran in. Putting all their strength into the task, they scrubbed him down from
the back of his neck to his fingertips. Hideyoshi suddenly laughed and said, “It comes off in a strange
way!” Looking down around his feet, he saw the dirt the pages had scrapped off his body resembled
bird droppings.

How could this man be possessed of such dignified appearance on the battlefield? His naked
body seemed a truly poor and meager thing. It was true that he had overworked himself during the five
years of the western campaign, but there was altogether too little fat on his forty-six-year-old frame.
Even now, traces of the poor, skinny farm boy from Nakamura lingered on. His body seemed like a with-
ered pine tree growing out of the rock, or a dwarfed plum tree worn out by the wind and snow – strong,
but showing signs of age. It was not appropriate, however, to compare his age and physique with those
of an ordinary man. Both his skin and his frame were filled with vitality. When he was happy or angry,
there were even times when he looked like a young man. As Hideyoshi relaxed after his bath, wiping
himself dry, he called a page and said, “This has to be posted immediately: At first call of the conch,
the entire army is to eat its rations; at the second, the supply corps is to start out; at the third, the whole
army is to assemble in front of the castle.”

Eiji Yoshikawa, Taiko, Book Eight: Requiem of Blood. p. 683-684, Kodansha International, 2000.
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The next section is from a novel by Natsume Soseki, about an artist who has gone wandering
to stimulate an artistic endeavour. It presents an artist struggling with his craft and environment. The
scene vividly presents the feelings evoked by the bath, the rituals of getting into a bath and the spa-
tial qualities that define the aura of the bath: 

Brrr! It was cold. Towel in hand, I went down for a warm bath. I undressed in a  small matted
room, and then went down four steps into the bathroom which was about twelve feet square. There
appeared to be no shortage of stones in these parts, for both the floor, and the lining of the sunken bath
tank in the centre were pebbles set in the cement. The tank was about the size of the vats they used
to make bean-curd, being roughly four feet deep. This place was called a mineral spring, so there were
presumably many mineral ingredients in the water. As, in spite of this, it was clear and transparent, I
found it very pleasant to bathe in. From time to time some of the water found its way into my mouth,
but it had no distinctive taste or odour. This spring was said to have medical properties, but I never took
the trouble to find out what ailments it was supposed to cure. Since I myself was not suffering from
any illness, the idea that the spring might have any practical value did not enter my head. As I stepped
into the tank all I was thinking was a poem by the Chinese poet Pai Le-tien that expresses the feeling
of pleasure which the mere mention of the words ‘hot-spring’ rouses in me.

The waters of spring caress;
And smooth away all coarseness from my skin.

All that I ask of any hot spring is that it give me just such a pleasant feeling, but if it is unable
to do so, in my opinion it is worthless.

The Three-Cornered World by Natsume Soseki, p. 100-101, Tuttle publishing, 1968.
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The Three-Cornered scene present vividly the feelings evoked by the bath, the rituals of getting
into a bath and the spatial qualities that define the aura of the bath. In contrast, in the contemporary
world, most of everyday is unfolding with speed, fast speed. Instead of Bath, it becomes a shower.
Yoshimoto ’s Kitchen show the quickness of shower and the little intricacies that haunt the reality of
the present world:

I was sleepy, too. Showering at someone else’s house, I thought about what was happening to
me, and my exhaustions washed away under the hot water. I put on the borrowed pajamas and, bare-
foot, went into the silent living room. I just had to go back for one more look at the kitchen. It was real-
ly a good kitchen. Then I stumbled over to the sofa that was to be my bed for the night and turned out
the lamp. Suspended in the dim light before the window overlooking the magnificent tenth-floor view,
the plants breathed softly, resting. By now the rain had stopped, and the atmosphere, sparkling, replete
with moisture refracted the glittering night splendidly.

Wrapped in blankets, I thought how funny it was that tonight, too here I was sleeping next to
the kitchen. I smiled to myself. But this time I wasn’t lonely. Maybe I had been waiting for this. Maybe
all I had been hoping  for was a bed in which to be able to stop thinking, just for a little while, about
what happened before and what would happen in the future. I was too sad to be able to sleep in the
same bed with anyone; that would only make the sadness worse. But here was a kitchen, some plants,
someone sleeping in the next room, perfect quiet … this was the best. This place was . . . the best.

At peace, I slept.
Kitchen by Banana Yoshimoto, p. 16, Faber and Faber, London, 2001.

The passages open the windows of the imagination, and bring the different realities of water,
as Kafka’s metaphor, that imagination is as obvious as “a door in a water.” Haruki Murakami would
write, “Where there’s an entrance, there’s got to be an exit. Most things work that way.”

As we are water, our geography and context shape an engagement with water. Time, space, and
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encounter with our fellow beings bring shape of water. As the twelfth century Heian court colours bring
topological sense to purity brought by water; carried on to the peace given by water in battle laden
times of Hideyoshi; to reflection of the sensual enjoyment of water in the search of Natsume Soseki
amidst the encounter of the Modern onslaught of Western ideas to traditional Japanese practices. The
quick shower in a long day in Banana Yoshimoto’s ‘kitchen’, before a peaceful sleep.

Passages facilitating the encounter with the enigma of water: water has no fixed determined
form, water unchanging, water changing always, as we bathe in the imagination of water.

Let us end here; once, I Erwin, dreamed I was water and was happy as water. I was conscious
that I was pleased with myself, but did not know that I was Erwin. Suddenly, I awoke, and there was
I, visibly Erwin. I do not know whether it was Erwin dreaming he was water or the water dreaming he
was Erwin. Between Erwin and the water, there must be distinction, but one may be the other, this is
called the transformation of things, of reality.
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